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BUILT TO LAST 

 
Our ever-changing world brings new challenges 
all the time, from the coronavirus outbreak to the 
economy to climate change to our aging 
population. In the best-seller, Built to Last, Jim 
Collins and Jerry Porras write about how 
exceptional companies have stood the test of 
time. The authors argue that in turbulent times, 
attention to the timeless fundamentals is even 

more important than it is in stable times. So it seems fitting, given current disruptions, we 
look at how Shepherd’s Centers are visionary, built to last organizations. With nearly 5 
decades of experience, we’ve done something right.  
 
Here’s my take on the key underlying philosophies as they relate to Shepherd's Centers.  
 
Stick to Core Ideology 
One of the key characteristics that set visionary organizations apart from others, according 
to Collins and Porras, is that a core ideology drives virtually every decision. An 
organization’s core ideology is like a vision statement and values put into action. It’s why 
we do what we do. Shepherd’s Centers share the vision of an empowering aging 
experience. And we share the values of diversity, inclusion, compassion, collaboration, 
and volunteerism. Our ideology provides a sense of identity and holds us together -- when 
we’re scattered around the country and when we face change.  
 
Be a Clock Builder, Not a Time Teller 
Our charismatic visionary leader, Elbert Cole, had a great idea whose time had come – 
empowering older adults. But he built a clock, a network of prospering community-based 
organizations driven by older adults. Our model is the product of many diverse 
perspectives that turned upside down the notion of retirement. It’s a vision that has 
endured. Our primary accomplishment is not the implementation of a great idea, rather it 
is what the Shepherd’s Center network stands for – a meaningful way for today’s and 
future generations to live as we age. Clock building, just as Shepherd's Centers are doing, 
is not about reacting, but creating; not surviving, but prevailing; not succeeding, but 
thriving.  
 
Embrace the “Genius of And” 
The tyranny of “or” is the concept that when we consider a decision it as an "or" 
proposition. We must choose A or B. We can’t have both, even when the choice is 
between two good things. The authors contend that a truly visionary organization 
embraces both ends of a continuum: continuity and change, conservatism and 
progressiveness, stability and revolution, heritage and renewal. They call this the "genius 
of and." The lesson above all others is this: “clock build your company so that it preserves 
a passionately held core ideology and simultaneously stimulates progress in everything 

 

 

 

 



but that ideology.” It’s not a compromise in the middle; rather it is opening up the range of 
choices. Read more below about how we are embracing the "and." 
 
This month, we focus on Built to Last philosophies and behaviors that Shepherd’s Centers 
and the network adhere to in order to serve today's and tomorrow's generation of older 
adults.  
 

Sarah Cheney 

 

  

 

BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOALS  
 
Also known as BHAG for short, big hairy audacious goals 
are ambitious ideas—huge, daunting challenge goals, like 
climbing a big mountain. They require high commitment, 
some risk, and working outside of your comfort zone.  
 
This year, SCA is launching a technology initiative to 
expand the capacity of centers and the network. Thanks 
to funding from the AARP Foundation, we will be designing and implementing a 
sophisticated, systematic data tracking and analysis approach to help us prove best 
practices, gain actionable insight, show greater impact, and communicate this impact to all 
constituents—individual donors/funders, volunteers, policymakers, general public.   
 
This bold initiative is a catalyst to ensure the SCA network reaches a new level of 
effectiveness and growth. Both the central data management tool and training around 
effective practices will provide a successful “blueprint” for building greater consistency and 
fostering the start-up of centers in new communities. And with this enhanced framework, 
the network will better meet increasing demand for quality services around the country.  
 
The 2-year pilot will include up to 18 affiliates. To learn more, or if you think you might be 
interested in participating in the pilot, please contact Sarah. We are dreaming big and 
aiming high!  

 

 

 

 

  

 

NO TYRANNY OF "OR" 
 
How do we adhere to our core values of empowerment, 
inclusion, collaboration and volunteerism AND grow the 
network? We believe one way is to build relationships with like-
minded organizations that share our values and connect older 
adults. And since no two Shepherd's Centers are exactly alike, 
why not embrace more community-based organizations that 
align with our mission? Such collaboration builds momentum 
and increases our footprint. In the past year, we have welcomed two new such affiliates, 
Neighborhood Cares in Arizona and Mutual Adoption Pact in Texas. Both offer exciting 
program ideas we can all learn from.  
 
We have subsequently developed a membership form and invite others to consider 
joining us in our efforts to connect older adults in meaningful ways. You can review this 

leaflet and share it with others. Together, we are Network Strong!  
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GOOD ENOUGH NEVER IS 

 
At the heart of visionary organizations, 
according to Built to Last, is the belief that 
good is never good enough. This doesn't 
mean that you shouldn't be proud of and 
celebrate your accomplishments. Rather, 
visionary orgs are constantly striving to do 
great things every day. These organizations don't compare themselves to the competition 
but constantly strive to beat their own goals and learn new skills.  
 
Shepherd’s Center of Greenbrier Valley (WV) has recently expanded its 6-week 
sessions of Adventures in Learning. During those months when AIL classes are not held, 
they now have "Lunch & Learn" one-day sessions with a speaker followed by lunch.   
 
They have kicked-off these new sessions with local celebrities, such as Barbara Nissman 
(world renowned classical pianist) and Stuart Margolin (actor best known as Angel in the 
Rockford files). Others in the community with interesting careers round out the lineup. 
Most recently in conjunction with Black History Month, Ilene Evans from the West Virginia 
Humanities Council portrayed "Harriet Tubman." The audience was captivated! Schools 
were closed due to the flu outbreak, so several children were able to attend and totally 
enjoyed the program. 
 
Adventures in Learning helps address the isolation/loneliness issue by getting participants 
out of the house and interacting with their peers. Many have developed lasting friendships 
that extend beyond the walls of Shepherd’s Center.  
 
Shepherd's Center of Greensboro (NC) has launched a new series of short-term 
classes, local tours, field trips and lectures. They are calling this Outbound Adventures (a 
name we love). The first Outbound Adventure event takes place later this month. 
Participants will go on a behind the scenes tour to learn about Greensboro’s state-of-the-
art Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering (JSNN) research facility. This is not 
your ordinary "senior" event. Congratulations on doing great things all the time!  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

TRY A LOT OF STUFF AND 

KEEP WHAT WORKS 
 
There is a common misconception that to be successful, 
you need to have a plan that outlines all of your major 
steps along the way. The reasoning is, plans give you a 
sense of direction which ensures you stay on the right track 
for success. Collins and Porras argue that, contrary to 
being developed through strategic planning, visionary 
companies stumble upon their greatest successes through 
experimentation and jumping on sudden opportunities.  
 
This is not to say that they don’t do any planning. But in most cases, the planning is not 
what generates great ideas. Instead, visionary orgs focus on finding as many opportunities 
as possible to discover what works and, once you find it, invest 100% into making sure it 
succeeds. We like these new opportunities Shepherd's Centers are trying.  
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Shepherd's Center of Annandale Springfield (VA) is asking for reviews on Google. The 
idea is to see if an increase in positive reviews helps others find the Shepherd's Center. 
So anyone that Shepherd's Center of Annandale Springfield has helped in the past, 
whether it was by a ride to a medical appointment, a lift to the food bank or grocery store 
or fellowship at one of their Lunch N' Life sessions or day trips, is encouraged to write a 
review. The goal is to become more visible to everyone. Contact Erin to learn more.  
 
LifeQuest (AR) is holding a unique "LifeQuest Gives Day." Thursday, April 2, is 
designated as an all-day giving event to promote a spirit of giving in support of their 
mission to provide lifelong learning. From 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., all donations made 
online, by phone, or in-person will be matched dollar-for-dollar up to $10,000! This match 
is made possible by a pledge from LifeQuest members, Barbara Baber and Bob Fleming. 
What a great opportunity to engage donors, attract new supporters, and raise $20,000 in 
one day. We wish them the best of luck!  
 
Shepherd's Center Central (MO) offers an intergenerational trivia night. The idea is to 
develop and strengthen community links between young and old. Teams are made up of 
all generations to pool the team's collective knowledge to answer questions in a variety of 
categories, such as pop culture, sports, history, current events, and more. It's a great way 
to encourage people of all ages to get to know each other and make connections across 
generations in a fun and informal setting. Contact Danielle to learn more.  
 
For years, Shepherd's Center of Greater Winston-Salem (NC) has co-sponsored 
Powerful Tools for Caregivers, a 6-week course for individuals caring for a loved one. The 
focus is on helping the caregiver take care of him or herself to prevent burnout and to stay 
in the caregiver role longer. This accredited course is offered several times a year at 
different partnering locations around the community. This idea is one that has stuck! 
Contact Linda to learn more.  
 
Shepherd's Center of Webster-Kirkwood (MO) has been cultivating a strong 
partnership with their local Alzheimer's Association chapter. They routinely offer a Lecture 
& Lunch event that is facilitated by the Alzheimer's Association. This partnership is so 
successful, both the local Shepherd's Center and Alzheimer's Association are helping us 
to think about how to best replicate this collaborative around the country.  

 

  

  

PRESERVE THE CORE  
 
The authors claim that the single most important 
take away from their research is to create ways to 
preserve the core while stimulating progress. 
Successful organizations should not be satisfied 
with the status quo, even when the status quo is 
working well. Let's look at a few examples. 
 
Shepherd's Center of Oakton-Vienna (VA) has recently modified its name to 
Shepherd's Center of Oakton-Vienna-Reston-Herndon to better communicate to the 
public their expanded service area. They are enlarging their service area to better address 
needs neighboring communities.  
 
Shepherd's Center of Fairfax-Burke (VA) also has had tremendous success in 
expanding services. First, with the help of a sister congregation, they helped start a new 
center, Shepherd's Center of Western Fairfax County, in 2015. In the beginning, 
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Western Fairfax County operated under the umbrella of Fairfax-Burke, but now is an 
independent 501(c)3. Then, Fairfax-Burke opened a satellite center in 2017 in another 
part of the county, which is Shepherd's Center South County. This is not a separate 
nonprofit but currently remains under the umbrella of Fairfax-Burke.  
 
Shepherd's Center of McLean-Arlington-Falls Church (VA) leadership helped to start a 
new center, Shepherd's Center of Great Falls. Great Falls is a separate organization but 
there are a few trustees who serve on both boards. This adds a level of experience and 
continuity that many new start-ups don't have. Additionally, both of these centers focus on 
volunteer transportation. As part of their transportation efforts, they utilize younger 
volunteers, as young as 18, to drive older adults. We hear some of these younger drivers 
are the most requested volunteers!  
 
There is no one right way to expand and serve the needs of more older adults. As long as 
the core values remain the core, then success will follow. 

 

  

 

CULT-LIKE CULTURE 

 
Visionary orgs build cult-like cultures with fervent believers, 
yet they remain rooted in their core ideologies. One way 
this is done is by creating a sense of camaraderie, 
community and most importantly belonging. Sound 
familiar?  
 
Let us introduce you to Marylyn and Luther Wade and 
Carol Rousy. I had the joy of meeting them recently at 
Shepherd's Center of Charlotte (NC). Marylyn's father 
worked with Elbert Cole to help design the Shepherd's 
Center model. Carol's father also was deeply involved with 
Shepherd's Center Central in the very beginning, and both 
have known how amazing Shepherd's Centers are from their parents. The Wades and 
Carol have all been connected with Shepherd's Center of Charlotte for decades as 
volunteers, participants, and champions.  
 
Google alerts are sent directly to my inbox every time it picks up "Shepherd's Center." 
This is one way I keep up with some of the exciting events happening with Shepherd's 
Centers around the country. Not every story is about our network of Shepherd's Centers, 
and some are more relevant than others. Recently, an obituary for a participant with 
Shepherd's Center of Sumter (SC) was tagged. It is an inspiring piece about a life well-
lived. And although the Shepherd's Center is just one small mention, its importance and 
the impact this person had on the Shepherd's Center is clearly evident. I encourage you to 
read this article and tell me if you don't see the positive cult-like culture that exists in 
Sumter. 
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WAVES OF OPPORTUNITY,  
OCEANS OF SUCCESS  
 
Our excitement is growing as plans begin to take 

shape for the 2020 national conference. Our network 

community gathers every other year to share ideas, 
learn from the experts, gain new perspectives, and 
get re-motivated to do our best work. You won't 
want to miss this opportunity to connect with colleagues.  
 
This also is a perfect opportunity to engage board members, staff and volunteers in the 
larger network. There are discounts for multiple people from one organization because we 
believe there is great benefit for affiliates. Plan to attend September 20-23, 2020 in 
Jacksonville, FL.  
 
Registration is open. Visit the conference website for more details.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

DID YOU KNOW? 

 
In all the top surveys we know of, the preferred 
terms to describe those over 50 include: older 
persons, older people, older adults, aging adults, 
elders, persons 65 years and older, or the older 
population. Third age or third act and perennials, 

as a play on “millennials,” are sometimes used by people in the field but these newer 
terms haven't readily caught on yet.  
 
The word "senior," most especially when used with "citizen" is disliked by a majority of 
survey respondents. Other less desirable phrases include "positive aging" and successful 
aging."  
 
The problem is there is a great deal of difference between a 50-year-old and a veteran 
adult in his or her 80s or 90s. One name may not fit such a large group. And the 
Shepherd's Centers network covers this full age range with a variety of opportunities.  
 
What do you call your participants? Let us know by sending an email. We'll report back 
next month.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Many Thanks to Our Generous  
2020 Conference Sponsor! 
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